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Saturday Skin Waterfall Glacier Water Cream by Cherie

 

An anti-aging Saturday Skin Waterfall Glacier Water cream which provides mineral-rich moisture while protecting skin from free radicals; a

combination of ferment amino acids, and plant extracts help calm skin while also fostering vitality and suppleness.

The above peptides are courtesy of their brand's Cha-7 es complicated, intends to boost skin regeneration, in part, encouraging elasticity and

collagen. The gel-cream moisturizer also has glacier water. It is also said to shield skin from free radicals; moss, to moisturize calm, and decrease

redness; and a combo of ferment extract and amino acid to avoid skin dehydration.

drugstore dupes complicated goals seven signs of premature aging by boosting your skin's moisture level, feel, and tone.

The item also aims skin dryness, irregular texture, and the look of pores for many skin types. Its light pink packaging includes a dab of holographic foil,

a beautiful blend that younger generations find particularly attractive.

A next-generation Saturday skin glacier water cream which envelopes skin from hydration to show a brighter, suppler look.

Highlighted Ingredients:

·   Alaska Glacier Water: Protects skin from free radicals while promoting optimal absorption of moisture.

·   XPERTMOIST: Shields skin from dehydration while supporting skin vitality.

·   Iceland moss: Calms and reduces visible redness while hydrating.

What Else You Need to Know: 

This gel-cream is full of antioxidants and vitamins and hydrates skin to get a brighter-looking, suppler complexion.

 

How to Use

·   Apply in the morning after cleansing, or whenever your skin needs hydration.

·   Place into the palm of your hand.

·   Using all four fingers apply in an outward circular motion tapping the moisturizer into the skin.

It is Saturday. You have slept in, chilled out, and have the remainder of the weekend to unwind. Joy like this shows in your skin, and Saturday Skin

allows you to recreate that weekend shine daily.

Delivering mineral-rich moisture while protecting against free radicals, this age-defying glacier water lotion comes with a combination of ferments,

amino acids, and plant extracts to help calm skin and enhance energy and suppleness. 

The product has a mixture of Alaskan glacier water, which can be packed with minerals, and Iceland moss extract, which will help decrease

inflammation. There's also a proprietary mix of peptides to improve collagen production. The feel is a gel-cream that's popular with many K-beauty

manufacturers, of which Saturday Skin Care Glacier Water cream is one.

Saturday Skin Waterfall glacier water cream is a water-based moisturizer ideal for all those who have skin. But also, it functions for oily and dry skin.

They're the better of the two worlds, with all the weight that accompanies being a gel along with the pillow of a moisturizer. They are acceptable for

many skin types.
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